
Brighouse D versus Leeds G Lost 15-5 
 

27th. October 2019 
. 

Pair Boards 1-8 Boards 9-16 Boards 17-24 Boards 25-32 Totals 

1 Deanna & Eric -610 20 -330 -2110 -3030 

2.Paul & Steve 670 -930 -220  1360 880 

3 Barbara & Maurice -20 300 -980      10 -690 

4.Jo & Alan       -950 -770 920   -350 -1150 

Totals       -910 -1380 -610 -1090 -3990 

  
 
The first eight boards showed Pairs 1 and 4 with negative scores showed pairs 1, 3 and 4 with 
negative scores which unfortunately could be successfully balance with the positive score of pair 2.  A 
feature of these first boards was that there few game contracts. There was apparent balance of play 
between the opposing teams     Pairs 1,2 and 3 each made a game contract and conceded one whilst 
pair 4 made one game contract but conceded 2. 
 
On the next eight boards pairs 2 and 4 had negative scores which again were not balance by the low 
positive scores of the other 2 pairs.  On these boards pair 1 underbid on two boards which would 
have made game with their trick count of ten.  Pair 2 successfully a game contract. Pair 3 similarly 
under bid on one occasion making 11 tricks on a contract of 3 hearts.   
 
On the third set of boards there was only one positive score earned by pair 4 and in all other 
Brighouse pairs the opposition generally appear to have taken control of the bidding.  Pair 4 were 
successful in their only game contract.  Pair 1 again underbid and would have successfully made 
game contract on one occasion. Pair 2 bid 4 spades but made 12 tricks.   
 
In boars 25 to 32 pair 1’s opponents took control of the bidding and the opposition made a large 
overall score from three of the eight boards being successful in making over tricks on the three boards 
where they were vulnerable.  Pair 2 greatly improved the team’s score through successful game 
contracts.  Pair 3 also made two successful game contract both of them in 3NT vulnerable in one 
instance.  Pair 4 made a successful game contract but in two cases di not bid to game but made the 
necessary tricks for game. 
 
It would appear from these results that the team generally could be more assertive in their bidding 
(particularly pair 1) when considering bidding to game. 
 
It is interesting to note that throughout the match there was only one opposition contract which was 
doubled (successfully by pair 4).    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


